A vehicle door protector that includes a lightweight single unit construction shell member configured to overlie and superimpose substantially the entire exterior of a sole vehicle door, said shell member having a durable exterior surface and a pliable interior surface, wherein the shell member is releasably securable to the vehicle door by means of a plurality of securing straps, whereby the finish and paintwork of the vehicle door to which the device is attached is protected from dings, dents, scratches and other blemishes rendered thereto by the opening of doors of adjacent parked vehicles.
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SPECIFICATION
To All whom it may Concern

be it known that I, Muthukumaran azhagesan, a citizen of India, have invented new and useful improvements in a vehicle door protector as described in this specification.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Various types of vehicle door protectors are known in the prior art. However, what is needed is a vehicle door protector that includes a lightweight shell member configured to overlap and superimpose upon a vehicle door, said shell member having a durable exterior surface and a pliable interior surface, wherein the shell member is releasably securable to the vehicle door by means of a plurality of securing straps, whereby the finish and paintwork of the vehicle door to which the device is attached is protected from dings, dents, scratches, and other blemishes rendered thereto by the opening of doors of adjacently parked vehicles.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a vehicle door protector, and more particularly, to a vehicle door protector that includes a lightweight shell member configured to overlap and superimpose upon a vehicle door, said shell member having a durable exterior surface and a pliable interior surface, wherein the shell member is releasably securable to the vehicle door by means of a plurality of securing straps, whereby the finish and paintwork of the vehicle door to which the device is attached is protected from dings, dents, scratches, and other blemishes rendered thereto by the opening of doors of adjacently parked vehicles.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The general purpose of the vehicle door protector, described subsequently in greater detail, is to provide a vehicle door protector which has many novel features that result in a vehicle door protector which is not anticipated, rendered obvious, suggested, or even implied by prior art, either alone or in combination thereof.

Oftentimes a parked vehicle is susceptible to dings, dents, scratches, and other blemishes rendered to the finish and paintwork of said vehicle caused by an adjacent parked vehicle when a person gets into or out of said adjacent parked vehicle. The longer a particular vehicle is parked in a public parking lot having a high amount of traffic, the more likely a ding, dent, scratch, or blemish is likely when a person, opening a door of an adjacent parked vehicle, accidentally contacts the particular vehicle with the opened door of the adjacent parked vehicle, causing damage to the paintwork and finish of the particular vehicle in question. This is frustrating, and often costly to fix, and more often than not a perpetrator leaves without remuneration for the damage caused or leaving insurance information to cover the costs—and perhaps not deliberately, because sometimes dings, dents, and small scratches caused by a vehicle door are hard to spot off hand.

The present invention, then, has been devised to provide drivers with a lightweight, easy to install vehicle door protector. Most dings, dents, scratches, and blemishes of the type previously discussed are rendered upon the door of the vehicle in question, as most automobile doors are similarly placed relative the overall dimensions of a particular make and model of vehicle relative the space into which a vehicle is parked. The net result of this fact is that the vast majority of blemishes of the type discussed herein occur caused by an opened door of an adjacent parked vehicle contacting a closed door of the particular vehicle in question.

The present invention, then, is configured to be easily installable to cover the exterior of a vehicle door so that, should an adjacent parked vehicle's opened door contact the particular vehicle in question, the overlying vehicle door protector will receive the contact and no damage will be rendered the finish or paintwork of the particular vehicle in question.

The present vehicle door protector includes a polyurethane shell member configured to overlap and superimpose upon a vehicle door. The shell member includes an interior surface and an exterior surface. The interior surface is configured to overlap the exterior of a particular vehicle door without rendering damage thereto. The exterior surface is metallic, or comprised of another durable substance, as desired.

The preferred embodiment of the vehicle door protector disclosed herein includes a cutout window section configured to overlap a vehicle window when the vehicle door protector is installed to a particular door. Vehicle windows are rarely prone to the type of damage discussed herein, and an unobstructed line of sight is desirable from within the particular vehicle in question when the vehicle door protector is installed to a particular door of the particular vehicle in question.

To releasably secure the vehicle door protector to the exterior of a vehicle door, as desired, a plurality of securing straps are included. Each of the plurality of securing straps includes a first portion and a second portion interconnectable by means of a connecting hasp. The first portion of each of the plurality of securing straps is attached to the shell member proximal to an upper edge. The second portion of each of the plurality of securing straps is attached to the shell member proximal to a lower edge of the shell member. Thusly, the first portion is disposed over a particular door of the particular vehicle with which the present device is used, and the second portion is disposed under said vehicle door. The first portion and second portion are then connected by means of the connecting hasp at a point overlying the interior of said door. Thusly, when the door is closed the vehicle door protector is secured to the door exterior and is removable only when the interior of the door is accessed, the connecting hasp is disconnected, and the door is opened to remove each of the plurality of securing straps.

The vehicle door protector is lightweight and readily transportable. The exterior surface of the shell member is considered to be made of aluminum and alternately titanium, or another lightweight metal or alloy. The exterior surface may
also be made of a durable plastic or fiberglass. The shell member may be fashioned from a substance other than polyurethane that is lightweight, such as foam, for example, or potentially fiber glass. The scope of the invention is directed to covering the exterior of a vehicle door with at least two securing straps, wherein the vehicle door protector is shaped and configured to superimpose overlying the exterior of the vehicle door.

This has been broadly outlined the more important features of the present vehicle door protector so that the detailed description thereof that follows may be better understood and in order that the present contribution to the art may be better appreciated.

Objects of the present vehicle door protector, along with various novel features that characterize the invention are particularly pointed out in the claims forming a part of this disclosure. For better understanding of the vehicle door protector, its operating advantages and specific objects attained by its uses, refer to the accompanying drawings and description.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIGURES

FIG. 1 is an isometric view.
FIG. 2 is a view of an interior surface.
FIG. 3 is a cross-section view taken along the line 3-3 of FIG. 2.
FIG. 4 is an in-use view.
FIG. 5 is a top view.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

With reference now to the drawings, and in particular FIGS. 1 through 5 thereof, example of the instant vehicle door protector employing the principles and concepts of the present vehicle door protector and generally designated by the reference number 10 will be described.

Referring to FIGS. 1 through 5 a preferred embodiment of the present vehicle door protector 10 is illustrated.

The present vehicle door protector 10 has been devised to provide a convenient, easy, lightweight means of protecting the finish of an extant vehicle 70 from dings, dents, chips, scratches, and other blemishes commonly rendered a parked vehicle when parked in proximity to a plurality of other automobiles and road users. Often times, in public parking lots, a car door is dinged, dented, scratched, or otherwise blemished, when an adjacent parked vehicle door is opened to admit or demit someone therefrom. Vehicles parked closely are particularly prone to these incidents. Because most vehicles are manufactured with doors located at similar positions relative the dimensions of the particular vehicle and standard size parking space, the majority of these dings, dents, scratches and other blemishes is rendered by a vehicle door upon an adjacent parked vehicle door. Whereupon, a vehicle door protector 10, easily transportable and readily installable to cover a vehicle 70 door 72, is warranted.

Discussing now the preferred embodiment of the present device, the vehicle door protector 10 includes a single unit construction polyurethane shell member 20 configured to overlie and superimpose upon an entire existing sole vehicle 70 door 72 exterior. The shell member 20 includes a metallic exterior surface 22 and an interior surface 24 configured to overlie the exterior of an extant vehicle 70 door 72. The polyurethane shell member 20 is lightweight and durable, and the interior surface 24 of the shell member 20 will not damage or otherwise blemish the exterior of the door 72 upon which the vehicle door protector 10 is installed.

The metallic exterior surface 22 protects the lightweight polyurethane shell member 20. Without the metallic exterior surface 22, the shell member 20 would likely be eroded away, with each ding, dent, scratch or other blemish rendered the shell member 20 pooling the shell member 20. The metallic exterior surface 22, on the other hand, is durable and will hold the shell member 20 together for extended utility while protecting the shell member 20 and vehicle door 72.

A cutout window section 26 is included. The position of windows upon most vehicles renders them unsusceptible to damage from adjacent parked vehicle doors, and covering the window is therefore unnecessary. The window section 26 is a removed section of the shell member 20 configured to overlie an extant vehicle 70 window 74 to permit visibility into and out of the vehicle while a particular vehicle door protector 10 is installed.

The vehicle door protector 10 resembles the shape of the vehicle door 72 with which it is to be used. An upper edge 28 is disposed above the window section 26, the upper edge 28 is configured to match the contour of an extant vehicle door 72. A lower edge 30 is configured to match the bottom contour of a vehicle door 72. A front edge 32 is configured to match the front edge of a vehicle door 72. A rear edge 34 is configured to match the rear edge of a vehicle door 72. It is considered that multiple models of vehicle door protectors 10 may be manufactured, each configured to overlie and superimpose upon a particular vehicle door.

To releasibly secure the vehicle door protector 10 to a desired vehicle door, each of a plurality of securing straps 36 is included to releasibly secure the vehicle door protector 10 overlying the entire exterior of an existing sole vehicle 70 door 72. Each of the plurality of securing straps 36 includes a first portion 38 and a second portion 40. The first portion 38 is attached to the shell member 20 proximal the upper edge 28 and the second portion 40 is attached to the shell member 20 proximal the lower edge 30. The first portion 38 is releasibly connectable to the second portion 40 by means of a connecting haps 42.

Each of the plurality of securing straps 36 therefore releasibly secures the shell member 20 overlying the exterior of a vehicle door 72 when each of the first portion 38 is passed over the door 72 and the second portion 40 is passed under the door 72, the first and second portions 38, 40 then connected together by means of the connecting haps 42 on the interior side of the door 72. When the door 72 is then closed, the shell member 20 cannot be removed without the door 72 being opened and the connecting haps 42 released. It should be noted that the length of each of the first portion 38 and second portion 40 is adjustable, as desired, to tightly fit the vehicle door protector 10 to the exterior of a vehicle 70 door 72, as desired.

Each securing strap 36 therefore releasibly secures the vehicle door protector 10 to the exterior of a vehicle 70 door 72 and the metallic exterior surface 22 protects the finish and paintwork of the vehicle 70 with which the present vehicle door protector 10 is used from dings, dents, scratches, or other blemishes commonly rendered to a vehicle 70 when said vehicle 70 is parked in proximity to other automobiles and other road users.

What is claimed is:

1. A vehicle door protector comprising:
   a single unit construction shell member configured to overlie and superimpose upon substantially an entire sole vehicle door exterior;
   an exterior surface overlying the shell;
a plurality of securing straps configured to releasably
securely fasten the vehicle door protector to the ex-
terior of said vehicle door;
wherein the exterior of said vehicle door is protected from
dings, dents, scratches, and other blemishes common to
paintwork while said vehicle is parked in proximity to
other automobiles and road users;
wherein the shell member further comprises:
an interior surface configured to overlie the exterior of
the vehicle car door;
a window section cutout from the vehicle door protector,
said window section configured to overlie a window
of said vehicle;
an upper edge disposed above the window section, the
upper edge configured to overlie a contour of the
vehicle door;
a lower edge configured to match a bottom contour of the
vehicle door;
a front edge configured to match a front edge of the
vehicle door;
a rear edge configured to match a rear edge of the vehicle
door;
each of the plurality of securing straps comprising a first
portion and a second portion, said first portion releas-
ably connectable to the second portion;
wherein each securing strap first portion is attached to
the shell proximal the upper edge and the second
portion is attached to the shell proximal the lower
edge whereby the shell member is releasably secured
to the exterior of the vehicle door when each of the
first portion and second portion are releasably secured
together around the vehicle door.

2. The vehicle door protector of claim 1 wherein the shell
member is a polyurethane shell configured to contact the
exterior of said vehicle door without scratching said exterior.

3. The vehicle door protector of claim 1 wherein the plural-
ity of securing straps are secured together on the interior side
of the vehicle door by means of a connecting hasp whereby
the vehicle door protector is removable only when the interior
side of the vehicle door is accessed.

4. The vehicle door protector of claim 3 wherein the exter-
ior surface is metallic.

5. The vehicle door protector of claim 3 wherein the shell
member is made of foam.

6. The vehicle door protector of claim 3 wherein the shell
member is made of fiberglass.

7. The vehicle door protector of claim 3 wherein the exter-
ior surface is made of a durable polymer.

8. A vehicle door protector comprising:
a single unit construction shell member configured to
match and superimpose substantially an entire sole
vehicle door exterior, said shell member comprising:
a metallic exterior surface;
an interior surface configured to overlie the exterior of
the vehicle door without scratching or damaging said
vehicle door;
a cutout window section, said window section config-
ured to match an extant vehicle window when the
shell member is releasably secured to a vehicle door;
an upper edge disposed above the window section, the
upper edge configured to match a contour of the
vehicle door;
a lower edge configured to match a bottom contour of the
vehicle door;
a front edge configured to match a front edge of the
vehicle door;
a rear edge configured to match a rear edge of the vehicle
door;
each of a plurality of securing straps comprising a first
portion and a second portion, the first portion attached to
the shell proximal the upper edge, the second
portion attached to the shell member proximal the lower
edge, said first portion releasably connectable to the
second portion by means of a connecting hasp;
wherein each securing strap releasably secures the vehicle
door protector to the exterior of the vehicle door and the
metallic exterior surface is configured to protect the
finish and paintwork of the vehicle from dings, dents,
scratches, or other blemishes commonly rendered to the
vehicle when said vehicle is parked in proximity to other
automobiles and other road users.
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